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BIG GROWTH FOR CENTRAL FLORIDA RESTORATION COMPANY
APRIL 16, 2015 – LONGWOOD, Fla. -- Recromax, Central Florida’s premier
restoration services company, announces expansion into the Tampa, Ocala, and
Jacksonville markets, creating 15 new local jobs!
This report follows continued growth from 2014, leading Recromax to hire IICRC –
certified service technicians and project managers to fill these skilled roles and
support the property restoration, rehabilitation, and reconstruction requirements of
these expanding areas. “We have added three more fleet vehicles, gained
tremendous employment opportunity, and identified significant revenue growth
forecasted through 2015 and 2016”, stated Brian Hettinger, Recromax's Co-founder
and General Manager.
According to the research conducted by the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill1, it is clear that the U.S. has a highly active restoration industry, contributing
growth and jobs to the national economy in the short-term, as well as long-term
value and cost-savings. “Recromax is a perfect example of this growth and the
impact it is making on our local economy,” said Kenny Padgett, Recromax’s CoFounder and Managing Partner, “Through new job creation, a recent commercial
building acquisition, and an ever growing fleet of vehicles, we are making a real
difference.”
Founded in 2012, Recromax has added over 30 jobs and returned normalcy to
hundreds of Central Florida property owners’ lives through restoration, rehabilitation,
and reconstruction of residential and commercial properties. A steady emphasis on
customer experience, team collaboration, and delivering on the company promise
has proven to be the path to success.
About Recromax
Recromax is Central Florida’s premier restoration company, specializing in
emergency property restoration, reconstruction, clean up, and maintenance services.
For more information, please contact Lauren Padgett at 407.842.1430 or visit
http://www.recromax.com.
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